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ABSTRACT

The gestural control of filters implies the definition of these filters and the way to activate them with gesture. We give here the example of several real “virtual instruments” which rely on this gestural control. This way we show that music making is different from algorithm producing and that a good gestural control may substitute to, or at least complement, a complex scheme using digital audio effects in real time implementations [1].

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of controlling digital audio effects with gestural devices is to link the processing parameters of the effects to parameters issued from the physical measurement of gesture. The gestural control can this way make the digital effect a part of a real time instrument. Control has been addressed in a specific chapter of the DAFx book [2], and we will present here applications that can be explicitly linked, as practical examples, to what is write in this chapter. Filters are a very good example of simple and efficient digital audio effects. We will show here the importance of the gestural control [3] of such filters, which are included in the real-time instruments we have made using Max-Msp on Macintosh.

2. FIR FILTERS IN THE PHOTOSONIC INSTRUMENT

We will now describe the gestural control of FIR filters via a graphical tablet. This procedure comes from the emulation of an optical instrument, which provided the synthesis method and especially the gestural context [4]. After giving a general description of these two versions: the optical instrument and its digital emulation, we will focus on moving a virtual filter according to two dimensions.

2.1. The optical and digital photosonic instruments

In the optical photosonic instrument, a rotating disk intercepts the rays of a light before it goes into a solar photocell (Fig. 1). This way the sound depends upon the position of the light and the waves inscribed on the photosonic disk. An “optical comb filter” can be placed on the trajectory of the light; this action crucially modifies the sound of the disk. The activity of such a filter and its possible emulation are described in this section.

2.2. The filtering process in the digital instrument

To emulate the optical instrument, a digital version of the optical filter has been implemented with the use of a Matlab program that computes the shape of the drawing and puts it into a matrix. Then a Max-Msp program extracts the FIR filter and applies it to the sound that it has calculated.
The FIR impulse response is the multiplication of a vector of 256 samples extracted from this matrix (Fig. 3, left), and a window that represents the shape of the photocell (Fig. 3, right).

\[ h_i = M_{x,y} \cdot w_i \quad i = 0, \ldots, 255 \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ y_n = \sum_{i=0}^{255} h_i \cdot x_{n-i} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here we have a classical situation of signal processing, and the Fourier Transform (FT) of this filter corresponds to the convolution of the FT of the 256-point vector extracted from the matrix and the FT of the window. In the case of a square comb filter (Fig. 4), we have only odd harmonic values, and a DC component due to the positive values in the matrix.

Taking different excerpts of the matrix, one obtains different FIR filters. The FIR is thus determined by the two coordinates in the matrix, which represent the placement of the optical filter in front of the cell in the original instrument.

The horizontal movement using the square comb matrix changes the shape of the filter, in our case the frequency of the square wave. The vertical movement will change the placement of this square wave inside the window. Moving the vertical coordinate is similar to move translatory the square shape inside this window. When a fixed frequency signal passes through this vertically moving filter, a Doppler effect is heard. This also means that an alternative vertical movement will provoke a vibrato at the haptic rate of the movement and with a depth proportional to the amplitude of the movement. This original feature of the optical filter is preserved in the emulator.

\[
{\text{FORMANTS ;MALE}} \\
{\text{"EE", 270 2290 3010}} \\
{\text{"AAH", 730 1090 2440}}
\]

The bandwidth of the formants corresponds to the FT of the window that is used (Fig. 7) and is in inverse proportion with the width of this window.
3. ALL POLE FILTERS IN THE VOICER INSTRUMENT

The “voicer” is a real-time electronic instrument in which a source is filtered by a cascade of three filters. The source and the filters’ algorithms are controlled by a graphic tablet and a joystick [6] (fig. 8).

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Figure 8. The voicer in concert situation.

The source is usually a sawtooth wave, and in some configurations can be a sum of three sawtooth waves in order to give a choral effect. The filter is a cascade of three two-pole filters, which resonant frequencies and Q values imitate the formants structure of the natural voice (fig. 9), giving a vowel character to the instrument. However, fixed values produce a mechanical voice. For this reason, the gestural control of the formants is the essential part of this instrument.
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Figure 9. A voicer filter in the z plane and its fft frequency response.

To make a peak at \( \omega = \Omega_0 \), we place a pole at the complex location: \( p = Re^{j\Omega_0} \) where the pole magnitude is \( 0 < R < 1 \).

Together with the conjugate pole \( p^* = Re^{-j\Omega_0} \), we obtain the transfer function:

\[
H(z) = \frac{Y(z)}{X(z)} = \frac{G}{(1 - Re^{j\Omega_0}z)(1 - Re^{-j\Omega_0}z^{-1})} = \frac{G}{1 - 2R\cos(\Omega_0)z^{-1} + R^2z^{-2}} \]  

\[
Y(z) = GX(z) - a_1z^{-1}Y(z) - a_2z^{-2}Y(z) \]  

\[
y(n) = Gx(n) - a_1y(n-1) - a_2y(n-2) \]  

Voice synthesis has given rise since the early time when value tables to imitate the vowels appeared. One of the best and simplest tables comes from the beginning of the synthesis research and we use it to produce the key synthetic vowels [7]. Psychoacoustic researches have allowed placing all the vowels on a bi-dimensional map using a proximity measurement [8]. Therefore, the implementation is based upon the definition of a set of 4 key vowels at each corner defined by the three pole values of the filters (fig. 10).
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Figure 10. The vowel space.

The in-between vowels are defined by the interpolation of the resonant frequencies and the radius values of the filters. The formulation we give in Fig. 7 represents the interpolation between two vowels and has been generalized to interpolate between four key vowels. Moreover, in our implementation the radius value is constant: the interpolation of the angle values is sufficient.

\[
\omega_k = \alpha \cdot \omega_{k_1} + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \omega_{k_2} \quad \text{for } k,l = 1,2,3 \]  

(\( \alpha \): factor of the interpolation between two vowels)

Perceptually, this interpolation works well and the morphing of one vowel towards another is very natural. The instrument itself uses a 2D gestural controller (a joystick for example) to explore the vowel plane. In association with another gestural controller (a graphic tablet) for the pitch of the source wave, our device becomes a bimanual instrument with many musical possibilities [6]. This interpolation technique is derived from the early one implemented in the Syter [9] system. The design of Real-time interpolation tools is a key of musical use of filtering processes [10] [11] [12] [13].

In a musical context, we may use a real sound instead of a sawtooth wave for the source of the filter. This effect can be classified in the effect family of Talkbox, Wah-Wah, or...
with the cepstral method and store them in a circular filtering gesture known as “OU-I”, we have extracted

\[ \log |S(\omega)|^2 + \log |H(\omega)|^2 \] (9)

\[ f \log |F(\omega)|^2 = f \log |S(\omega)|^2 + \log |H(\omega)|^2 \] (10)

where are the two more similar envelopes to know where is the beginning and the end of the “OU-I”.

**Figure 11:** Circular filtering gesture known as “OU-I”.

Then, spectral envelopes can be applied one by one (by multiplication in spectral domain using phase vocoder technique) in real-time with gesture control by using a circular gesture with the stylus of a graphic tablet.

**5. EQUALIZER CONTROLLED BY SCANNED SYNTHESIS**

We now present how to control an equalizer with the dynamical system of a Scanned Synthesis algorithm. Scanned Synthesis is a generic term for a synthesis method where a shape is generated at haptic rates (which means below 20Hz), while this shape serves as a waveform for a sound production [17]. We have implemented a Scanned Synthesis algorithm in Max-Msp, which uses a circular string model to create the shape. We have then developed complex mappings to create real time musical instruments [18] (fig. 12).

**Figure 12. A performance with the Scanned Synthesis instrument.**

As Boulanger suggests [19], the dynamical system can be used for the control of other sound processors, like additive synthesis or filters. In other way, filter parameters can be controlled with algorithms, including physical models that are coherent with the perception [2]. Here we propose an implementation in which the string model of the Scanned Synthesis algorithm drives an equalizer. The implementation
combines two imbricate controls: the equalizer is algorithmically controlled by the string, and the string is controlled by gestures.

5.1. Algorithmic control of the filters

The control process of the equalizer filters’ gain is represented in the following figure:

![Diagram of equalizer control](image)

This implementation can be represented like a graphical filter whose sliders are attached to a slowly-moving string. The simplest way to do the mapping between the string shape and the filters gains is to choose a string model whose number of masses is the same than the number of filters. In this case, the cursors’ position of the gain sliders corresponds to the position of the masses in the string model. The algorithm calculates the position of masses and simple expressions give the gains from the masses positions. Here we only control the amplitude of the equalizer filters, so any equalizer can be used; the relation between gain and string position have to be adapted depending on the chosen equalizer.

Our experiments were realized in the Max-Msp environment, with two equalizers: the $\text{fffb~}$ object (fast fixed filter bank) a bank of IIR filter, and an equalizer using a FFT process implemented in a patch called Forbidden Planet [20]. The first one is composed of 32 filters, and the second one is controlled by 253 values (linear scale). We also have good results when the gain is controlled by the absolute value of the string; in that case, there is no sound out if the string is in its middle position, and sound comes out from the filter only when the string is excited.

In the Scanned Synthesis string model, the string is usually circular (the first and the last mass are linked with a spring) to avoid discontinuities in the scanning of the shape. Here the left side of the string corresponds to the low frequencies and the right side to the high frequencies, so connecting the extremity of the string is not necessary.

Experiments show that controlling filters with a haptic string is interesting because the filtering process is controlled by a system that has a well-known physical behavior. The gestural manipulation of the string will allow controlling the filters in the best way.

5.2. Gestural control of the string model

We have developed a research on the gestural control of the circular string parameters for the scanned synthesis algorithm [18] [21]; with few modifications the same devices can be used to control the equalizer filters gain.

We have experimented different configurations with different sensors. The major part of device can be the same as Scanned Synthesis control, but the way and the gesture process to control the system is strongly different. For example, with scanned synthesis, when one “freezes” the string, the sound seems poor (or no sound if the string shape is a constant) because the tone is not changing. With the equalizer control, the tone changes still follows the input sound. In the two cases, we control the same dynamic system, but the audio feedback pushes the user to have specific controlling process.

We now expose one example of control with a Tactex [22] touch surface (figure 14) that we have demonstrated at NIME-02 conference [18].

![Diagram of Tactex touch surface](image)

The shape of the string can be designed through forces by the position of the fingers on the sensor. If the user puts his fingers on the surface and stops moving them, the string is motionless and the string shape will correspond to the forces profile. When the user changes the forces applied on the string by moving the fingers, the string follows the fingers’ positions through its own dynamic behavior. The controlling board can be completed by foot pedals or other devices to control the intrinsic parameters of the string, such as tension and damping. This allows more control on the dynamic of the string.

The link between the shape of a haptic string and the gains of an equalizer represents an original way to filter sounds. Associated with a gestural control of the string, this implementation provides a complete filtering system, which has a huge effect on the sound dynamic.
6. CONCLUSION

Musical implications of digital audio effects are not always easy to set up. Though a lot of research has been done on the algorithms themselves (see the DAFx conferences) very few has been done and published on the musical use of these effects. Aside from the compositional use of these effects, the real time gestural control is still a field to develop in creative ways such as the ones this paper has addressed.
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